Dear...

**Historical Fiction**
where diaries or letters play a major role.

- Lord Byron’s Novel—John Crowley
- The River Wife—Jonis Agee
- The White Garden—Stephanie Barron
- True History of the Kelly Gang—Peter Carey
- The Hidden Diary of Marie Antoinette—Carolly Erickson
- The Wild Girl: The Notebooks of Ned Giles, 1932—Jim Fergus
- Bird of Another Heaven—James D. Houston
- The Lost Memoirs of Jane Austen—Syrine James
- The Lacuna—Barbara Kingsolver
- The Man from Beijing—Henning Mankell
- What is Left of the Daughter—Howard A. Norman
- The Egyptologist—Arthur Phillips
- The Postmistress—Sarah Blake
- The Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society—Mary Ann Schaffer
- Sarah’s Key—Tatiana de Rosnay
- On Agate Hill—Lee Smith
- The Historian—Elizabeth Kostova
For more great reading recommendations check out NoveList. We can show you how to use it to find books similar to ones you like to read.

http://tewksburylibrary.virtualtownhall.net/pages/TewksburyLibrary_Research online#books

~~Annotations courtesy of NoveList~~